NURSE TAKES HER TEMPERATURE - PLAY DOCTOR'S 5TH VIDEO!
In the search to keep making the best videos for the medical fetishist, I teamed
up with the Nurse to provide you with a tutorial on temperature taking. In this
tutorial, we join the Nurse in the exam room as she shows us the thermometers
that she will be using and briefly describes the various methods for temperature
taking. [For the detail oriented - she is wearing a white dress, white bra,
white garter belt & stockings, and white heels ---- and, yes, she also has a
nurse's cap!]
The Nurse begins by taking her oral temperature. She sits on the exam table
(and, yes, it is covered with the white crinkly paper). While the thermometer
registers, we can't help but get a good look at her long stockinged legs and
pantied crotch. When the four minutes are up, she takes the thermometer from
her mouth and notes the reading.
Next, it's time for the axillary (armpit) method. To do this most effectively,
the Nurse sheds her dress, leaving her clad only in . . . her white bra, white
garter belt & stockings, and white heels --and, yes, the nurse's cap. Again, she sits on the exam table as the thermometer
registers, giving us an even better view now that she is just dressed in her
lingerie --- and she's soooo sensuous,
too! After letting 4 minutes elapse, she takes the reading and then gets off
the exam table, ready for the next method . . .
You knew it was coming ---- Now it's time for the rectal temperature! The Nurse
asks us would we mind if she removes her panties. Would we? Sensing that our
answer would be nothing but "Go ahead - PLEASE!", she takes off her panties.
With an elaborate explanation, the Nurse readies herself for rectal temperature
taking by putting on exam gloves and lubricating her finger with K-Y jelly.
Then she bends over the exam table and spends a nice long time applying
lubricant around her anus and then slowly inserting her finger into her rectum.
She applies K-Y to the thermometer and slowly inserts it into her rectum. While
she's bent over the exam table, she makes adjustments to the thermometer, moving
it in and out, and twirling it around. After a while, she removes the
thermometer so that she can demonstrate another position - lying on her left
side with top leg raised and we get to see another thermometer insertion! And
then, she wants to show us that another position would be on "all fours" --- and
what a great position this is, huh? More thermometer insertion and manipulation
before the final position of lying on her stomach. But she's got such great
long legs and such a nice little firm butt that this is a great position,
especially since she reaches back to spread her cheeks for us to get a better
view, and then she raises up so we can see just a little bit more. But - all
good things do come to an end and she has finished demonstrating the methods for
taking a rectal temperature. She's not going to disappoint us - as she does a
nice slow removal of the thermometer from her spread cheeks!
The final method of temperature taking is vaginal. By now, the Nurse has
probably gotten just a bit aroused from the rectal temperature demonstration but
she tries to maintain her professional composure. She's going to do this
demonstration while on the exam table in the GYN stirrups. She puts on an exam
glove and applies K-Y to her index finger, then puts the K-Y around the opening
to her vagina - very slowly in a stroking motion - and then she inserts her
finger into her vagina . . . and she doesn't remove it so quickly, either. When
she is ready, she lubricates the thermometer (a non-mercury model) and inserts
it into her vagina. She tries to leave it in place, but it's not long before
she has to move it in and out while the fingers of her other hand are stroking

her vaginal lips or rubbing her clitoris. Needless to say, this turns into the
Nurse's masturbation session and we get to watch her experience a very nice
orgasm as a result of taking her vaginal temperature. Once she's "recovered",
she notes the reading and begins the clean-up process.
Here's where things go a little south --- at least for the cameraman. The Nurse
notices that the cameraman is rubbing his crotch and she has caught him in the
act! She makes sure that the video camera is firmly planted on the tripod, and
recording, because now she is going to have some fun. She makes the cameraman
stand before her and the exam table as she feels the hardness in his pants and
chastises him for getting excited. She is going to discipline him by spanking
him and she tells him to remove his pants. When he's reluctant, she does it for
him and that's when she discovers that he's wearing white nylon women's bikini
panties! Now the cameraman is really humiliated and the Nurse chastises him
even further. It's over the exam table, as she pulls the panties up between his
buttocks to administer the spanking . . . and a good spanking he gets, all the
while protesting and trying to talk his way out of it. But she reddens his
cheeks very well - and then has him get on the exam table (still with the white
crinkly paper) on "all fours". After putting on exam gloves and applying K-Y to
his rectum, she gets a larger thermometer and, despite his continued protesting
(to which she responds with more spanking) takes his rectal temperature - of
course, for longer than is necessary and sliding the thermometer in and out of
his rectum and moving it around. Next, she wants to take a look inside with the
anoscope, but not before a thorough Digital Rectal Exam (DRE). The Nurse gets
another pair of exam gloves and lubes up for a deep probing with first one - and
then two fingers - deep into his rectum. He is not a happy camper - but it
doesn't matter because the Nurse has work to do. When she has finished with the
DRE, she applies K-Y to the anoscope and inserts that into the cameraman's
rectum. He really squirms around and lets out a squeal when he feels that going
inside! But, the Nurse gets a good look and doesn't remove it until she is
satisfied. Now, she has the cameraman roll over on his back - and slide all the
way down to the end of the table - she wants him spread in the stirrups. The
Nurse has a prostate stimulator and she doesn't waste any time getting it lubed
and inserted deep into his rectum where it touches his prostate. It is designed
to apply pressure and stimulate the prostate when the anal sphincter is
contracted. The Nurse requires the cameraman to masturbate and, even though he
is still embarrassed and humiliated, he finds that he's caught in a "Catch-22":
the pressure from the prostate stimulator causes him to get an erection, the
erection cause him to constrict the anal sphincter, this causes the prostate
stimulator to apply more pressure to the prostate, this causes him to become
aroused . . And around and around it goes!
To get him started, the Nurse moves it in and out and it doesn't take long
before he has a full and very hard erection and he can't do anything else but
masturbate for her. But now, as he gets aroused he's also getting mouthy and
making comments about wanting to touch her and do the same things to her that
she's done to him. She can fix that easily enough by putting a mouth spreader
in his mouth! Why didn't she just gag him? Because, now that she has his mouth
under control - but open - she climbs up on the exam table and squats over his
face. She's enjoying putting this man through the paces --- and she's going to
get off, too! She lowers herself onto his face so that his nose is buried in
her vagina and she can feel his breath on her clitoris. And – she allows him
the pleasure of stroking her buttocks and even slipping his finger into her
rectum --- but he has to keep masturbating for her. When he stops, she spanks
his thighs --- to keep him going she teases his nipples and talks "dirty" to
him, all the while stroking herself and riding his face until she climaxes. Now
she's ready to see the cameraman ejaculate, so she strokes his thighs and

threatens to make him stop if he doesn't do it for her soon. And, he certainly
doesn't want to stop now . . It doesn't take long for him to have an orgasm for
her --- and, now that she's satisfied, she climbs off of him and the table and
leaves the exam room, leaving him in the stirrups with the prostate stimulator
in his rectum and a mess on his stomach . . .
TECHNICAL NOTES: The video is 75 minutes long. Video quality, props, and
lighting are good. Sound is good for the beginning of the video, the oral
temperature scene, the rectal temperature scene, and the vaginal
temperature/nurse masturbation scene. It is non-existent for the axillary
temperature scene, and fades in and out during the scene with the Nurse and the
cameraman. Why did this happen? I wish I knew; I try to give you the best
video that I possibly can! All that I can say is that it is a technical design
flaw in the Radio Shack FM Wireless Video Camera Microphone System (Cat. No. 321226). It happens without warning and nothing can be done to anticipate,
prevent, or correct it. This, however, has resulted in a lower price for the
video. Normally it would be priced just like the other PLAY DOCTOR videos --it is a GREAT video (the Nurse is soooo HOT) and it is most unfortunate that
this technical problem occurred, but it did . . . so the price of the video is
reduced.

